Great windows. Great value.

Verona by Simonton™ windows are the perfect choice for homeowners looking for a quality window that provides energy efficiency and low maintenance. The vinyl profile construction is an excellent insulator that's combined with a 3/4” insulating glass unit, warm-edge spacer system and double-strength glass to help lower your energy costs and keep your home comfortable all year long. The vinyl color is molded through the profile and will retain its beauty for years and easily cleans with soap and water. And best of all, it's backed by a Lifetime Limited Warranty for additional peace of mind.
Why Verona?

- **Versatility.** Four frame options provide installation versatility for every application: Block, 1” Nailing Fin Setback, 1.375” Setback, Stucco Flange
- **The energy efficiency homeowners demand.** A 3/4” insulating glass unit, warm-edge spacer system and optional ProSolar® or ProSolar Shade Low E glass with an Argon gas fill provide superior thermal performance.
- **No hassle installation** A shallow 2-3/4” frame depth means Verona windows may not require homeowners to replace existing window treatments...saving time and money.

The standard cam locks are designed to tightly secure the sash for a weather-resistant seal.

On Slider windows, the roller system features a raised track for smooth and easy operation.

The offset baffled weep system reduces blow-back and deters insects.

### Energy Efficiency

Innovative glass options including ProSolar or ProSolar Shade Low E glass with an Argon gas fill and a warm-edge spacer technology allow Verona windows to be ordered to meet ENERGY STAR® guidelines in all regions of the country.

ProSolar Low E glass reduces temperature transfer to help lower energy costs and keep your home comfortable all year long.

ProSolar Shade is an advanced, spectrally selective Low E glass that features a unique formula for maximum insulation. This impressive glass offers the ultimate in solar heat control, fading protection, visibility and energy savings.

### Supercept™

The stainless steel, U-shaped design of the optional Supercept™ spacer system delivers thermal performance, structural integrity and durability to help maximize the performance of your window.

Quality service. Dependable service after the sale, including excellent field service and seven-day delivery, make Simonton an industry favorite.

A quality warranty. Verona by Simonton™ windows are covered by a Lifetime Limited Warranty that even covers labor.

A quality company. Simonton has been providing dependable products and service for more than 65 years. So you know we’ll be there to stand behind our products and our warranty.